JAPANEMA ON THE ROAD

A BLEND OF GORGEOUS, REALISTIC DETAIL AND EMOTIONALLY GROUNDED FANTASY

Your Name. (106mins, 2016)

Directed by Makoto Shinkai

Sunday, November 12 @ 2PM (Start) / 1pm (Open) Full
@ 4:45PM (Start) Full

Torrance Cultural Arts Center, James R. Armstrong Theatre
(3330 Civic Center Dr., Torrance, CA 90503)

BOTH SHOWINGS ARE NOW FULL!
The day the stars fell, two lives changed forever. High schoolers Mitsuha and Taki are complete strangers, living separate lives. But one night, they suddenly switch places. Mitsuha wakes up in Taki's body and he, hers. This bizarre occurrence continues to happen randomly and the two must adjust their lives around each other. Yet somehow, it works.

They build a connection and communicate by leaving notes, messages, and more importantly, an imprint. When a dazzling comet lights up the night's sky, it dawns on them. They want something more from this connection — a chance to meet, an opportunity to truly know each other.

Tugging at the string of fate, they try to find a way to each other. But distance isn’t the only thing keeping them apart. Is their bond strong enough to face the cruel irony of time? Or is their meeting nothing more than a wish upon the stars?

*In Japanese with English subtitles*

Click [HERE](#) to watch the Trailer
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